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This short manuscript summarizes the framework developed by Tozzi and Peters in the years 2015-2017.
We claim that the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem (BUT), is not simply a metaphor, rather a real computational tool
standing for a universal principle for physical and biological systems. Indeed, the BUT perspective allows a
feature (e.g., a shape, a trajectory or an energy) located in the environment to be translated to an abstract
space and vice versa. Achieving a map from one system to another enables researchers to assess and
elucidate a wide range of phenomena. We provided either demonstrations or testable hypotheses related to
the BUT framework in far-flung disciplines, such as neuroscience, theoretical physics, nanomaterials,
computational topology, applied algebraic topology, philosophy of the mind, chaotic systems, group theory
and cosmology. We collaborated with foremost scientists from Canada, China, Czech Republic, Finland,
France, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Norway, Poland, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom,
U.S.A.
for equality, or sameness, or closeness, belonging
together[48]?

We investigated the Borsuk-Ulam theorem (BUT),
which states that a single point on a circumference maps
to two points on a sphere[11]. In more technical terms,
this means that a point embedded in lower dimensions
gives rise to two points with matching description in
higher dimensions. We provided many BUT variants
and generalizations[28, 44] that enlarge the possible
applications of the theorem. For a survey, watch our
brief movie (just one minute) on YouTube[24]. Instead of
points, the novel BUT variants allow the assessment
(from one dimension to another) of shapes, regions[31],
trajectories, strings[32, 52], mathematical functions,
vectors and tensors[38], activities such as entropies,
information[28, 43]. BUT variants hold not just for
concave structures such as the circumferences and
spheres described by the classical BUT, but also for flat,
concave[15] or more complicated structures[54], such as
the complex trajectories that can be detected in many
physical systems’ dynamics. Furthermore, the
dimensions described by BUT do not stand just for
spatial dimensions (as in the case of a circle and a
sphere), but also for abstract dimensions (such as for
example, biological complexity, fractional quantities,
fractal measurements, different time-frames[16]). We
also demonstrated how all physical and biological
activities can be described in terms of trajectories taking
place on donut-like structures (tori) [32, 52]. The crucial
issue
is
that
matching
descriptions
allow
commensurability between entities of different
dimensions. We also assessed an important question:
what does it mean matching description? Does it stand

Projectionism. We realized (and demonstrated) that
the BUT is a universal principle for physical and
biological activities, including the elusive brain
function[38, 44]. Systems operations become projections
among different levels, giving rise to apparently
emergent properties in higher dimensions[44, 57].
Therefore, we proposed a novel paradigm, which also
provides a fresh philosophical approach to the world and
the topology[35, 38]: the “projectionism”. Projectionism
stands for a form of top-down, deductive rationalism:
the abstract math underlies the issues of mind and
matter[54]. Nevertheless, in order keep ourselves firmly
grounded in the realm of the true science, we took care
to demonstrate our abstract deductions through scientific
tools or, at least, to provide fully testable and falsifiable
scientific hypotheses. Therefore, we are in front of a
“testable rationalism”, based on mappings and
projections (and not on cause/effect relationships!)
among different activity levels. A complete description
of a phenomenon can be reached just by looking at its
higher levels, where the differences are more easily
detectable and assessable.
The brain is multidimensional. Our first application of
the BUT and its variants was in neuroscience. We
started from the observation that our brain exhibits the
unique ability to connect past, present and future events
in a single, coherent picture, as if we were allowed to
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differences in histological samples of cortical
neurons[17]. In particular, we showed how tessellation of
cortical slices reveals micro-areas of higher functional
brain activity[17] and increased entropy[34]. We also
tackled the issue of the controversial location of the
neural code, suggesting that it might be encompassed in
fullerene-like cortical microcolumns, were we detected a
sort of brain “barcode”[30, 37]. Collective brain dynamics
might be explained by using modifications of the Vlasov
equations for plasma movements, that might give rise to
collisionless movements in the extracellular nervous
spaces[25].

watch the three screens of past-present-future glued
together in a mental kaleidoscope. Therefore, we
conjectured that the brain activity takes place on a
multidimensional donut-like torus, so that our thoughts
follow a donut-like trajectory in brain[11]. Despite recent
as well as older literature display countless clues
indirectly confirming our claims[54], we looked also for
more direct proofs. By using fully novel topological
techniques of computational proximity, we provided the
first proof of the presence a brain four-dimensional
moving hypersphere, located insight the very structure
of the connectome[34].
In other world a ceaseless,
functional four-dimensional cap surrounds the brain. In
subsequent papers, we showed how the entropy in
primary sensory areas is lower than in associative ones:
this corroborates our claim that the brain activity lies in
higher dimensions than the three-dimensional (plus
time) environment[45]. Rather that concentrate the
message coming from the external world, our brain
dilutes the incoming input and enriches it with novel
meanings, in higher functional dimensions.

Sensations and perceptions.
We proposed a
computational model that, in analogy with protein
folding, allows to stabilize our thoughts in long
timescales[18]: mental trajectories fall into funnel-like
attractors dictated by evolutionary constraints,
explaining the issues of visual sensation and pattern
recognition[18]. A BUT framework allows also the
understanding of how the brain perceives “sharp”
objects and solves the Kullback-Leibler perceptual
divergence[16]. In touch with the evolutionary paradigm,
a novel neural model based on neural Darwinism, e.g., a
fight among neurons where “the winner takes all”, gave
us the possibility to assess in topological terms the
mental activities of sensation and perception[50, 54].
Further, we illustrated how a symmetric, topological
approach (based on the Mach’s “phenomenological”
“complex of sensations” and Gardenfors’ “cognitive
semantics”) is able to elucidate the puzzling
phenomenon of multisensory information integration in
the brain[14, 29].

Brain symmetries are correlated with cortical
entropies. We realized that a symmetry stands for two
features with matching description lying in higher
dimensions, while a symmetry break for a single point
lying one dimension lower. Such symmetries described
in terms of BUT can be correlated with neural
thermodynamic activity[16]. At first we evaluated the
general role of symmetries and broken symmetries in the
brain, in a detailed paper[16], and assessed energy
requirements and constraints during spontaneous and
evoked brain activity[14]. Then, by introducing novel
topological tools that analyze enthalpy, free-energy and
entropy in fMRI studies of the brain, we provided a
testable approach in order to proceed from abstract
topology to real thermodynamic nervous activity[43]. We
also proposed a link between power laws and spike
frequency in brain[3, 36], via the Rényi entropy, a
generalization of the Shannon informational entropy:
this correlation might be useful in order to improve the
proper external oscillations required by transcranial
stimulation[3]. We also assessed the probabilistic virtues
of the temperature in the Bayesian brain[7, 43] and
proposed a link between time-reversal asymmetry and
the vanishing of memories[8]. We also looked for a
biologically plausible brain phase space, where mental
trajectories display a double behavior: they move into
strange attractors during perception, and into torus-like
structures during mind wandering and spontaneous
activity[241.

Knowledge and imagination. Based on the Gibson’s
ecological approach, we developed a novel topological
theory of perception [20, 35] and, based on Richard
Avenarius’ “Critique of pure experience”, described a
novel theory of knowledge, encompassing: immediate
naïve perception, persistence perception, the Humeian
cause/effect relationship, the occurrence of social
assemblies[2, 35]. We also asked: how are images and
ideas “described” by our mind? We found a possible
answer correlated with Einstein’s special relativity and
Bekenstein-Hawking formulas for the entropy of black
holes[49]. A topological approach to the brain also
elucidates syntactic and semantic cortical processing [44],
paving the way to build four-dimensional semantic
computers. This means that the second Wittgenstein was
wrong: the semantic content of the Tractatus can be
computable through fuzzy logic[51]. Hence, the old,
“despised” weapons of logic (Wittgenstein, Godel,
Hilbert) might still be useful in a scientific context[27, 35].

Novel insights in the microscopic brain. Based on the
recent literature, we emphasized that peripheral
receptors perform cognitive computations previously
thought to be exclusive to the cortex[4]. We proposed a
model of “supramolecular phrenology”, in which every
neuron (or group of neurons) perform a different activity
via the non-covalent links among macromolecular
intracellular assemblies[4]. In touch with the old claims
of Mosso[57], the neural code and brain information are
not endowed just in electric spikes[54]. We developed a
novel computational method able to assess slight

Quantum accounts of the brain. We formulated a
quantum account of the brain function: we found a
possible correlation between low- and high- cortical
oscillations. Such relationship can be assessed in terms
of the Bloch theorem, from solid-state physics and
quantum dynamics[56]. We also proposed a possible
biochemical mechanism that might explain the
hypothetical occurrence of quantum phenomena in a
brain at the edge of the chaos: the dewetting transitions
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occurring into the channels of the neuronal receptors[18].

A versatile tool for countless physical activities. BUT
and its variants assess in abstract terms a series of real
processes taking place not just in the brain, but also in
various inanimate and animate physical systems. For
example, we studied the logistic maps of chaotic
activities[11] and demonstrated that nonlinear brain
dynamics are linear, after all[44]. Furthermore, we
described an unexpected numeric correlation between
the Feigenbaum constant and the Zeeman effect[41].
We also found a close relationship between ergodic and
non-ergodic systems, so that this classical division does
not hold anymore [44]. We showed how the BUT is able
to unveil the mystery of fractals[5] and power laws, both
in the brain and in other physical and biological systems.
A BUT mechanism allows also the assessment of small
world networks[38] and informational entropies[38].

Even stronger claims. Our data corroborate the claims
that the brain displays a generative model, being
equipped with a “Kantian” a priori” activity that takes
place in the higher functional cortical dimensions[13, 54,
57]
.
All the brain activities, such as sensation,
perception, mind wandering, thinking and so on, are
dual, i.e., can be described with the same mechanism.
This means that micro-, meso- and macro- levels of
neural observation describe the same brain activity, so
that and seemingly different neuro-techniques turn out to
be equivalent[40]. This means a topological unification
of mental functions. Our topological approach to the
brain is summarized in two important papers: [44, 54], that
also provide practical examples of topology applied to
neuroimaging data.

Gauge fields in biology. Starting from recent papers
that describe time physical gauge theories applied to the
brain activity [13, 57], we proposed a physical approach to
biological functions, based on symmetries and symmetry
breaks. We looked for gauge theories for living cells,
providing a topological exploration on the deep structure
of the complexity endowed in the genetic code[52]. We
also proposed, based on purely physical gauge
constraints, a “teleological” model for the occurrence of
life in the Universe[42]. We also asked: what if time is a
gauge field that dictates the evolution of biological
systems[9, 57]?

A physical world of mappings. As suggested by
several philosophers and scientists[35], the world and its
dynamics can be described in terms of mapping and
projections. Every physical and biological structure has
a history, and system properties in physical spaces can
be translated to abstract mathematical spaces[38]. And
vice-versa.
Pre- big bang scenarios. Starting from the changes in
dimensions described by BUT and its variants, we
proposed a pre-Big Bang scenario, characterized by the
presence of a Monster sporadic group encompassing our
Universe[28]. In other words, the physics of sporadic
groups points towards our Universe embedded in a
Monster Module, standing for a sort of Spinoza’s
God[28]. We provided a testable hypothesis: a modular jfunction, i.e., a peculiar wave correlated with the
Monster Moonshine hypothesis, could be identified in
our Universe. We found this modular j-function
correlated with the Monster in the human electric
activity[47].

The topological evolution. During evolution, life forms
an increase in complexity[52, 58] that stands for an
increase of systems’ dimensions. In other worlds,
evolution increases the symmetries and the dimensions
of the living beings. Still, we provided a biological BUT
variant able to explain the overwhelming variety of
living species on the Earth [58]. Our account is not just
theoretical: we also provided a geometrical grid for the
assessment of countless physical and biological
activities, including human diseases[53].

Quantum vacuum. We found a close, unexpected
relationship between the Heidegger’s philosophical
concept of the Being and the quantum vacuum from the
real physics[55]. Other unpublished manuscripts (under
review) assess quantum vacuum (a T-symmetry
violation: from quantum vacuum to big bang and
vacuum catastrophe)[19], topological unification of
cosmological brane theories[33] and Einstein’s relativity
(does an observed object shadow encompass more
information than the object itself?)[39].
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